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The word peace is the absence or free from quarrel, war, or disagreement. Peace starts
within ourselves if we don’t want to have any trouble we avoid such things. Instead we promote
peace, unity from the family to the neighborhood, community, country, and to the whole world
as much as possible. Many reasons why people engaged in the activities that will caused trouble,
quarrel, or even war. Maybe they want it to happen because they enjoy doing it, and maybe also
because of some reasons. Although in the community or country there are people assigned to
maintain the peace and order but, even they have the power or authority sometimes they cannot
do their duties and responsibilities. In our present day, we can see and hear trouble or war in
many places and its hurt and pity to those who were died especially if innocent people died also.
To have peace is to have unity with one another, avoid conflicts, envy, or even get jealous
because most often in this instances trouble started. Work hard with your blood and sweats
because you will reap what you sow, not to be lazy and wait for the other to give to you.
The Government Officials not only in the Philippines but to the whole world work with
unity have peace with one another, as one in their agenda for the progress of the nation because
they are in high position and have the power to maintain the peace and order, they should be the
role model and not an example to create conflicts because people look up to them. In this way,
the country will have a great peace and that it will contribute also to have a great progress and
development. We can promote peace to the whole world by showing love, unity, and respect. So
let us be united and starts peace within ourselves because we cannot promote peace to other if in
ourselves is in trouble or not at peace. Living a life with a purpose and do good things that will
contribute for your own, for the country, and for the whole world.

